Courses Approved in Previous Years—Transitional Justice and Post-Conflict Reconstruction

Offered in 2019-2020
ANTH 9229B Anthropology of Ethics and Morality
ENGL 9181A Representing Slavery in US Literature
ENGL 9186L Testimony and Indigenous Writings
GEOG 9116A Indigenous Health
HIST 9830A Colonialism in the 19th and 20th Centuries
LAW 9225A Public International Law
LAW 9325A Aboriginal Law
LAW 9340A Canadian Human Rights Law
LAW 9832C The History and Theory of International Criminal Justice
LAW 9878D Why Punish—Questions of Criminal Theory
PHIL 9503A Human Rights
PHIL 9XXX Race and Philosophy in the 18th Century
POL 9723A Genocide
POL 9729B Intergenerational Justice
POL 9726B Theories of Global Justice
SOC 9130B Criminological Theory and Research
SOC 9177A The Social Context of Racial Inequality
SOC 9147A Social Inequality
WSFR 9524A Feminism in Gender Perspectives on/in Conflict and Post-Conflict Contexts
WSFR 9463B Feminist Interventions in Trauma and Testimony Studies

Offered in 2018-2019
ENGL 9168A Reconciliation and its Discontents: Theory, Art, Critique
ENGL 9167A Refugee Narratives
ENGL 9070B Testimony, Trauma, and Indigenous Writings
FR 9563A La constellation Blanchot
FR 9358B Polémique et poème oratoire au XVIe siècle en France
GEOG 9116 Indigenous Health and Well-being
HIST 9800A Public History: Theory, History, Practice
HIST 9830A Colonialism in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries
LAW 9225A Public International Law
LAW 9325A Aboriginal Law
LAW 9340A Canadian Human Rights Law
LAW 9886B International Law
LAW 9928A International Criminal Law Practice
PHIL 9114A Trust and Testimony

Offered in 2017-2018
ENG 9138A Human Rights and Indigenous Creative Practices
ENG 9108A Indigenous Critical Theory: Key Concepts and Debates
LAW 9225A Public International Law
LAW 9304A Environmental Law
LAW 9325A Aboriginal Law
LAW 9340A Canadian Human Rights Law
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LAW 9427B International Environment Law
LAW 9873B Immigration and Refugee Law
PHIL 9XXXB Theories of Global Justice
PHIL 9XXXB Justice Between Generations
POL 9723B Genocide
POL 9762B Theories of Global Justice
SOC 9130B Criminological Theory & Research
WS 9458A Critical Race Theory

Offered in 2016-2017
TJ 9501B Transitional Justice and Post-Conflict Reconstruction
TJ 9502B Advanced Transitional Justice and Post-Conflict Reconstruction
ENG 9135A Reading India
ENG 9138A Human Rights and Indigenous Creative Practices
ENG 9147B Precarity: Reading Risk and Responsibility in the Shadow of Neoliberalism
HIS 9809A Social Memory
LAW 9225A Public International Law
LAW 9304B Environmental Law
LAW 9325A Aboriginal Law
LAW 9340A Canadian Human Rights Law
LAW 9832C Corporate Social Responsibility
LAW 9871A-B Indigenous Legal Traditions
LAW 9859A Law in the Aftermath of War: Legal Retribution and Reconstruction in Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan, 1945-48
POL 9746A UN issues
POL 9751B Transitional Justice
POL 9762B Theories of Global Justice
SOC 9130 Criminological Theory and Research
SOC 9166A Race, Class and Colonialism
WS 9458A Critical Race Theory
WS 9463B Trauma and Testimony

Offered in 2015-2016
TJ 9501B Transitional Justice and Post-Conflict Reconstruction
TJ 9502B Advanced Transitional Justice and Post-Conflict Reconstruction
CL 9730B Violence et transgression dans la littérature de l’Ancien Régime
ENG 9125B Literature, Youth, and Human Rights
ENG 9135A Reading India
FR 9111B Violence et transgression dans la littérature de l’Ancien Régime
HIS 9202A Canada and the First World War
HIS 9831A Killing Fields: A Global History of Mass Violence
LAW 9225A Public International Law
LAW 9304A Environmental Law
LAW 9325A Aboriginal Law
LAW 9340A Canadian Human Rights Law
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LAW 9427B International Environmental Law
LAW 9821B International Human Rights Litigation
LAW 9832B Corporate Social Responsibility
LAW 9873B Immigration and Refugee Law
LAW 9930B Current Debates in International Criminal Law
POL 9723A Genocide
POL 9746B UN issues
POL 9751B Transitional Justice
POL 9762B Theories of Global Justice
POL 9765A Threats to Global Democracy
SOC 9130 Criminological Theory and Research
SOC 9166A Race, Class and Colonialism
THEOCRIT 9657 On Exile
WS 9456B Indigenous Gender and Sexuality Studies

Offered in 2014-2015

TJ 9501B Transitional Justice and Post-Conflict Reconstruction
ENG 9078A Indigeneity and the Cultural Politics of Decolonization
ENG 9095A Biopolitics, Violence, and the Body
CL 9730B Violence et transgression dans la littérature de l’Ancien Régime
ENG 9125B Literature, Youth, and Human Rights
ENG 9135A Reading India
French 787 Memoire et authenticite: le temoinage questionne
FR 9111B Violence et transgression dans la littérature de l’Ancien Régime
HIS 9202A Canada and the First World War
HIS 9713 Planning for Peace during the Second World War
HIS 9831A Killing Fields: A Global History of Mass Violence
LAW 9225A Public International Law
LAW 9305A Environmental Law
LAW 9325A Aboriginal Law
LAW 9429B International Criminal Law
LAW 9832C Corporate Social Responsibility
LAW 9871A-B Indigenous Legal Traditions
LAW 9340A Canadian Human Rights Law
LAW 9821B International Human Rights Litigation
LAW 9859A Law in the Aftermath of War: Legal Retribution and Reconstruction in Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan, 1945-48
LAW 9873B Immigration and Refugee Law
LAW 9930B Current Debates in International Criminal Law
POL 9746A UN issues
POL 9765A Threats to Global Democracy
THEOCRIT 9657 On Exile
THEOLOGY 5203 Theological Ethics
WS 9456B Indigenous Gender and Sexuality Studies
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Offered in 2013-2014
TJ 9501B Transitional Justice and Post-Conflict Reconstruction
ENG 9078A Indigeneity and the Cultural Politics of Decolonization
ENG 9095A Biopolitics, Violence, and the Body
French 787 Memoire et authenticite: le temoinage questionne
HIS 9831A Killing Fields: A Global History of Mass Violence
LAW 9225A Public International Law
LAW 9305A Environmental Law
LAW 9325A Aboriginal Law
LAW 9429B International Criminal Law
LAW 9832C Corporate Social Responsibility
LAW 9871A-B Indigenous Legal Traditions
MS 9223(FIMS) Representing the 1994 Rwandan Genocide
POL 9723A Genocide
POL 9751B Transitional Justice
POL 9762B Theories of Global Justice
SOC 9130 Criminological Theory and Research
SOC 9135 Issues in Critical Criminology
SOC 9147 Social Inequality
SOC 9166A Race, Class and Colonialism
SOC 9190 The Social, The Ethical and the Global
WS 9587A Re-Membering: Feminist Interventions in Trauma and Testimony

Offered in 2012-2013
TJ 9501B Transitional Justice and Post-Conflict Reconstruction
ANTHRO 9214 Memory, History and Identity
ANTHRO 9213 Displacement and Diasporas
ENG 9042 Reconciling Canada Reading the Contemporary Cultural Redress
ENG 855B Colonial Discourse and the Politics of Time
ENG 9069 Theorizing Indigeneity-Indigenizing Theory
French 787 Memoire et authenticite: le temoinage questionne
HIST 9831 Killing Fields A Global History of Mass Violence
LAW 9225A Public International Law
LAW 9305A Environmental Law
LAW 9325A Aboriginal Law
LAW 9429B (9809) International Criminal Law
LAW 9430B International Human Rights Law
LAW 9763A Nation-Building in the American Empire
LAW 9427 B International Environment Law
LAW 9861 Negotiation and International Conflict
MS 9222 (FIMS) Communicating Holocaust History
MS 9223(FIMS) Representing the 1994 Rwandan Genocide
PHIL 9100 Oppression and Responsibility
POL 9723A Genocide
POL 9751B Transitional Justice
POL 9762B Theories of Global Justice
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PSYCH 9710 Social Psychology of Good and Evil
PSYCH 9730 Social Psychology in Justice
SOC On Violence
SOC 9135 Issues in Critical Criminology
SOC 9147 Social Inequality
SOC 9166A Race, Class and Colonialism
SOC 9190 The Social, The Ethical and the Global
WS 9587A Re-Membering: Feminist Interventions in Trauma and Testimony